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GYE SIYUM MISHNAYOS - please join! (Glauber)
Posted by mr. emunah - 05 Mar 2013 01:25
_____________________________________

In case you didn't know,

there was a terrible tragedy in williamsburg on Motzi Shabbos,

a 21 year old couple (Heimishe) where going by cab to the hospital to deliver their

first child,

There cab was hit by hit and run driver and both where niftar.

The doctors where able to perform an emergancy c-section to save the child, but the

child was niftar today as well.

I find this story to sad for words, and I feel personally responsible (a bit) you know,

maybe if I hadn't been such a sh**ck Hashem wouldn't have had to send this wake up call.

Anyways, I feel a big hisorerus to do something lilui nishmasam, (not something big,
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because it probably won't happen, but some thing small and meaningful and maybe we can

use this as an opportunity for growth...

I don't have any concrete plans yet but I'd like to hear if anybody else had a good idea,

and we could make maybe a kind of a group kabola (maybe even only for a short period of

time)

Also if anybody knows there full names (ie avraham ben moshe) could you post it here

p.s. even the goyim in my office heard of this story (and we live about 500 miles away from ny.)

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Machshovo Tova - 21 Mar 2013 22:50
_____________________________________

i'm halfway through psachim

Chag kasher vesomeiach

MT

========================================================================
====
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Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by mr. emunah - 22 Mar 2013 20:16
_____________________________________

People;

Thank you for joining

I will be signing off the duration of the Passover holiday

I hope to finish Taanis soon

I will bli neder finish Sota as well.

I would appreceate if someone would make a sort of reminder before the shloshim.

Love you all!

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 29 Mar 2013 04:40
_____________________________________

REMINDER!

finish up those mishnayos before the last days of pesach

hat tip to Mr.E for this great project
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gut moed

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 29 Mar 2013 07:16
_____________________________________

Salik Maseches Beitza

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by inastruggle - 03 Apr 2013 06:14
_____________________________________

i finished chagiga today (a day late... 

 )

i'm thinking of sanhedrin next but i'm going to wait until the gabai hasiyum gets back online to
decide a new date.

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Machshovo Tova - 03 Apr 2013 19:24
_____________________________________

Machshovo Tova wrote:

i'm halfway through psachim

Chag kasher vesomeiach
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MT

B"H completed psachim on time. May it be a benefit for their souls.

Thank you Mr. Emunah, and may you merit the blessing of our sages, that one who is mezakeh
horabim will be saved from sin.

MT

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by mr. emunah - 04 Apr 2013 00:26
_____________________________________

Hi Everyone!

B"H we have come a long way...

I would like to thank all participants,

may the light of the Torah protect us all.

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by mr. emunah - 04 Apr 2013 00:43
_____________________________________

ok

here is where we're holding
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Rosh Hashana

Taanis

Megila

Pesachim

Beitza

Shekalim

Chagiga

Bikurim

Makkos

Middos

Sotah

Berachos

please let me know if I missed anybody

I would like to continue and try to finish the whole Shisha Sidrei

please join

thanks!
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I will Im Yirtze Hashem now learn Kiddushin

p.s.

I would like to thank Ina Struggla for being the brains behind this project and for being the
Nachshon!

:*

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Blind Beggar - 04 Apr 2013 14:52
_____________________________________

I'm in for ????.

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by zvi - 04 Apr 2013 16:15
_____________________________________

I've finished bikkurim... I'll take moed katan now.

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 04 Apr 2013 17:37
_____________________________________

I'm doing Peah now.

========================================================================
====
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Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Machshovo Tova - 04 Apr 2013 18:00
_____________________________________

I'll do ????? (how's that spelled in English?).

When is the deadline? (yahrtzeit?)

MT

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by mr. emunah - 04 Apr 2013 22:17
_____________________________________

Thanks Guys!

BB yo be mekayem de mitsvah of Chaviva Mitsva Bishaato!

zvi Pesach was the big moed, now the small one!

Gevu - Make sure it's not a pea nochrit! BTW Adi Ran has a great song,. Ten li Peot Yafot
Naot...

MT! thou must not perform Me'ilah, be very big sin

but please learn it!

Me thinks nexy deadline be La"g Bi'Omar

how dat sound?

All you shirkers
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lurking in the shadows

don't let this siyum pass you by!

JOIN TODAY

call us @ 1-800-MARINES

THE FEW THE PROUD THE HAPPY

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Machshovo Tova - 04 Apr 2013 22:31
_____________________________________

Lag Ba'omer sounds good to me. Maybe we plan a siyum outing (bonfire?), to attract more
participants.

MT

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by inastruggle - 04 Apr 2013 22:40
_____________________________________

ill take sanhedrin

mr. e do u have a vort on my masechta too?
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p.s.

and for the record i'm not the brains behind this

========================================================================
====
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